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An overview of the Informatics national curricula. 
Adapted from W. Lau. Teaching computing in secondary schools, 

Routledge, 2018.



Concepts in „Mind-Sizes Bites“

 Used by Seymour Papert in Mindstorms: 

Children, computers, and powerful ideas

2006 Hanoi

In this revolutionary book, a renowned computer scientist explains the 

importance of teaching children the basics of computing and how it can 

prepare them to succeed in the ever-evolving tech world.



“Mind-Size Bites” for Primary Education

 Main goal of informatics at school is to teach how to think 

 Thinking computationally draws on the concepts that are fundamental to 
computer science

 For primary education two types of problem solving are usually declared: 

 hands-on tasks that take more time and cover several topics, 

 everyday exercises, that are common in math and grammar lessons

 The third type can be the short tasks with double folded aim, to cover 
informatics concepts and to be solvable in few minutes

 Solving short tasks can be one of the strategies that engage and motivates 
pupils for deeper learning and fosters the deeper thinking skills 6



What is Bebras?



Bebras International Challenge on Informatics and 
Computational Thinking

As an easily accessible contest for students of all school ages, it serves to 
promote informatics and to support informatics education.

Bebras Community promote informatics and computational thinking among 
teachers and young people in particular, among decision-makers in the area 
of education, and to the public at large

The members of the Bebras Community are organizations responsible for 
running a national Bebras Challenge in their country

A member organization of the Bebras Community is referred to as National 
Bebras Organizer (NBO).

From the Bebras Community Statutes, RC 3, May 21, 2015
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http://www.bebras.org/


Bebras:
The Challenge of Thinking

 To solve the tasks one has to think

 Already learned knowledge is not asked

 Pupils have to find solving strategies

 They have to find and understand structures

 They have to find arguments for or against given 
alternatives



Bebras tasks

 Attract students and drive them to learn and explore as well to 
develop skills in the particular area

 Require deep-thinking skills in the informatics field

 Clearly related to fundamental informatics concepts

Dagienė, V., Stupurienė, G. Bebras – a Sustainable Community Building Model for 
the Concept Based Learning of Informatics and Computational Thinking. (2016)

http://www.bebras.sg/
http://www.bebras.sg/


Types of tasks

Drag & drop Pick up an object and place it on one of the fixed locations 

Click objects Click on an object and make something happen with it

Simulation Show an animation as explanation of the task 

Open text Enter text

Open integer Enter number, but with specified symbols

Matching Match one object to one other object

Selection Select one or multiple objects from a task

Graph Connect one object to multiple other objects

Grid Select an object and effect other objects while doing so



Category Concepts

Algorithms and 
Programming

Algorithm; Binary search; Boolean algebra; Breadth-first search; Brute-force search; 
Bubble sort; Coding; Computational complexity; Constants; Constraints; Debugging; 
Depth-first search; Dijkstra's algorithm; Dynamic programming; Divide and conquer; 
Encapsulation; Function; Greedy algorithm; Heuristic; IF conditions; Inheritance; 
Iteration; Kruskal's algorithm; Logic gates; Loop; Maximum flow problem; Objects; 
Operations AND, OR, NOT; Optimization; Parameters; Prim's algorithm; Procedure; 
Program; Programming language; Program execution; Quick sort; Recursion; RSA 
algorithm; Shortest path; Searching; Sorting; Traveling salesman problem; Variables

Data, data structures 
and representations 

Array; Attributes; Bi-connected graph; Binary and hexadecimal representations; 
Binary tree; Character encoding; Databases; Data mining; Eulerian path; Finite-state 
machine; Flowcharts; Fractals; Graph; Hash table; Integer; Information; Linked list; 
List; Queue; Record; Stack; String

Computer processes 
and hardware

Cloud computing; Deadlock; Fetch-execute cycle; Grid computing; Image processing; 
Interpreter; Memory; Multithreading; Operating systems; Parallel processing; 
Peripherals; Priorities; RAID array; Registers; Scheduling; Sound processing; 
Translator; Turing machine

Communication and 
networking

Client/server; Computer networks; Cryptography; Cryptology; E-commerce; 
Encryption; Parity bit; Protocols; Security; Topologies

Interactions, systems 
and society

Classification; Computer use; Design; Ethics; Graphical user interface; Interaction; 
Legal issues; Robotics; Social issues, Virus

Computer Science Concepts

See Dagiene, Sentance, Stupuriene (2017): Developing a two-dimensional categorization 

system for educational tasks in informatics. Informatica, 28(1), 23-44.



Variable and Commands – Crane operations

The effect of the sequence of commands is the exchange 
of parcels, similar to the exchange of variable values



Logical operators – Dream dress

Logical operators are used in algorithms and in programming.
Here the AND operator is investigated.



Clara likes colorful bouquets of flowers and visits a flower shop.
In there are the following types of flowers: gladiolus, lily, tulip, rose.

Every flower is available in the colors:

Clara wants a bouquet with six flowers satisfying the following conditions:
1. each of the colors yellow, white and blue 

should occur exactly twice,
2. flowers of the same type should not have the same color,

3. every type of flower should only occur at most twice.
Which of the following bouquets satisfies all the conditions 1), 2) and 3)?

A B C D

Logical operators – Clara likes flowers



Pattern recognition - Bracelet

To solve this problem it is necessary to find the fitting pattern.



Equal Graphs – Walnut animal

Graphs are an Abstraction, relations of nodes are important, size 
and position are irrelevant.



Graph of a map

• Maps can be easily pictured as graphs. In such a graph 
every node is a country and the lines between the 
nodes mean that they border each other. The picture 
shows a graph of a map with seven countries.

• Indicate the map that fits the given graph



Planting Flowers

A big beaver and a little beaver are planting flowers in the garden. The little 
beaver has smaller arms and smaller legs than the big beaver. Little beaver's 
steps are therefore shorter and it plants the flowers at positions closer to its 
body.
At the beginning, they stand on the lawn back to back looking in opposite 
directions. Then both move according to these instructions:
repeat twice:

plant a flower on your right hand side
move one step forward
plant a flower on your left hand side
move one step forward

How does the lawn look like afterwards?

This is Informatics

In robotics, algorithms are interpreted and 

executed by devices with certain physical 

properties. The program developer has to take 

this into account. Different machines may 

move in slightly different ways executing the 

same program.



Constructive Beaver

Beaver has developed a very simple modeling language. It consists only of 
two kinds of objects and two possible operations

The operation add(A, B) means: Put A and B side by side and glue B to the 
right side of A. The operation turn(A) means: turn A clockwise around 90 
degrees.

Which operation 

sequences would 

generate this thing?

A
A = add(cylinder, cylinder)
B = turn(A)
C = turn(B)
D = add(C, cube)

D
A = add(cube, cylinder)
B = add(A, cylinder)
C = turn(B)
D = add(C, cylinder)
E = add(D, cylinder)

C
A = add(cube, cube)
B = add(A, cylinder)
C = turn(B)
D = add(C, cylinder)

B
A = add(cylinder, cylinder)
B = add(A, cube)
C = turn(B)
D = add(C, A)



Mobiles

Generalisation is 

associated with 

identifying patterns, 

similarities and 

connections, and 

exploiting those 

features. It is a way of 

quickly solving new 

problems based on 

previous solutions to 

problems, and building 

on prior experience. 



BEBRAS cards















Tangram



Informatics curriculum. 

Areas of achievement



Informatics in Education in Lithuania 

Algorithms & programming ● Understand the benefits of an algorithm, a program, recognize and 

use informatics concepts

● Apply programming commands, logical operations and call 

programming interfaces (APIs)

● Create (code) and execute programs

● Detect bugs, test and improve programs. Use IDEs

Data mining & information ● Understand the importance of data and information, make data 

analyses

● Perform various actions with data: collect, store, group, search, 

visualize

● Evaluate relevance and reliability of information

Digital content creation ● Know various digital content for learning, recognize concepts

● Create various digital content: draw, write, compose, record, film, 

create mind maps, tables, diagrams

● Evaluate and improve, shares digital content



Informatics in Education in Lithuania 

Technical problem solving ● Investigate hardware, see problems arising from the use of digital 

technologies, use properly technical concepts

● Select and combine various digital technologies

● Self-educate and self-evaluate own digital skills

Virtual communication & 
collaboration

● Collaborate, share experiences and resources, communicate using 

digital technologies

● Assess the dangers of virtual communication, protects software and 

hardware

Safety ● Protect health and environment

● Behave safely in virtual space





Text machine
The example



Text machine
Task



The machine produce 
new words from given 
words.

37

Which words you should give 

to the machine in order to 

get word Master?



Smart robot pumps in the 
leaves in a certain sequence.

• Do you notice a pattern in a 
sequence? 

• Which is the next leaf robot 
will pump in now? 

38



Ice Hotel

39

Little Snowflake robot produces three 
kind of snowflakes for decorating Ice 
Hotel.

• Circle the snowflakes that could not be produced by Snowflake robot. How many such 
snowflakes are there? Count them and write down the number.

• Count and write down, how many snowflakes of every kind Snowflake robot has produced



How to write digits 2, 6, 8

We write digits, as well as letters, in a certain order. The order how to write 2, 6 and 8 in steps is 
shown, but the sequence of pictures is mixed.

40

Write down digit 2 writing numbers in a sequence.

Write down digit 6 writing numbers in a sequence.

Write down digit 6 writing numbers in a sequence.



Image in a computer



Image in a computer

Small snowflakes were magnified several times. 

Connect with lines small snowflakes, corresponding the 

magnified ones.



Food machine

43

Could you get:

• a glass of water, chicken leg 
and carrot;

• a glass of juice, pudding 
and strawberries.

A food dispenser delivers meals 
in the canteen.
The advertisement posters depict 
several lunch sets.

Mark with plus sign (+) the lunch 
sets that can be delivered by the 
food dispenser.



Beaver and Kangaroo

Kangaroo robot moves by paths marked with , Beaver robot’s path is marked with .

1. Write down the length 
of the Kangaroo path
(how many ).

2. Write down the 
length of the Beaver 
path (how many ).

3. Find more paths of 
Kangaroo and Beaver 
and mark them with the 
lines of different color.



Robot and the Tower

Robot should reach the Tower by 

walking from square to square.

However, he made a mistake.

The program can be corrected by rotating one of the arrows. Fix it.

The programmer has made a program out of movement direction commands 

marked by arrows:





The numbers on the stickers are the 

coordinates that show where to stick 

those stickers. 



The cat knows commands:

FORWARD and TURN RIGHT

He runs a sequence of the commands

Where is the cat?



Mark the picture of a child sitting correctly Which password is strong?



Exercise book



Algorithms and 
programming



Examine the map of the zoo and mark the corresponding scheme 



Which algorithm will bring the puppy to the bone?



Which algorithm will bring the puppy to the bone? Do not cross walls.



The robot execute the commands: 1) moves forward, 2) turns every second turn 
in any direction. Where will the robot finish? 



The map shows the route of the 

family trip in Lithuania. 

Write down this route, 

indicating how many times 

they repeat the same step.



Check that the robot will reach the car by executing the algorithm 



The robot drew a plan of one of the home place. Outline the letter of the correct answer.



The methodology is based on

 Small things: Less is more!

 Doing – Solving and enjoying!

 Creating deeper digital learning culture



Prof. dr. Valentina Dagienė

INTERESTS

teaching and learning of informatics/computing, informatics curricula for

schools, informatics olympiads, gamification, puzzle-based learning, 

intelligent technologies for education

https://www.mii.lt/en/structure/staff/408-dagiene-valentina-en-gb

MAIN RESULTS

- over 300 research articles

- over 60 textbooks for schools 

- editor of two international journals: „Informatics in Education“

(WOS emerging list) and „Olympiads in Informatics“ (Scopus)

- established Bebras Challenge on Informatics and 

Computational Thinking in 2004 – a of 68 countries

www.bebras.org
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